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The system presented here enables transmission of almost all the light intensities injected in four
input channels into one output channel. It is conceived in the form of a metallic wire with one
central hole and four other holes parallel to the central one. The incident light is injected in the four
external holes and transmitted to the central one, thanks to appropriate resonant mechanisms
between the central hole and each of the four other holes. Each of these mechanisms is constituted
by two coupled cavities. © 2008 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2966340�

The interaction between light and metals attracts a lot
of interest, especially for nanostructures on length scales
smaller than the wavelength of the light involved. A light
wave coupled to free electron oscillations at metal-dielectric
interfaces, known as surface plasmon polaritons, can be lat-
erally confined to light energy in nanoscale domain.1 This
attracts tremendous research interest in constructing wave-
guide structures with nanometric cross section. Several plas-
monic waveguiding structures have been proposed such as
metallic nanowires,2 metallic nanoparticle arrays,3–5 and V
grooves in metal substrate.6,7 Among the structures, those
that focus the light into the dielectric core in a metal-
insulator-metal sandwich allow the manipulation and trans-
mission of light at the nanoscale. Metal-insulator-metal
based plasmon slot waveguides have been shown to provide
both long-range propagation and subwavelength spatial
confinement.8 Such waveguides are promising for the design
of nanoscale all-optical devices as the numerical and experi-
mental investigations show strong localization, zero bend
losses, as well as relatively simple fabrication.9–11

The phenomenon of extraordinary light transmission
through metallic films perforated by nanohole arrays at opti-
cal frequencies was first observed by Ebbesen et al.12 Such
structures are expected to have potential applications, such as
optoelectronic devices,13 chemical sensing,14 and subwave-
length optics.15

In the present letter, we also address the transmission of
light through a metallic film perforated by holes filled with a
dielectric material. The holes considered here do not have to
present subwavelength dimensions. We just assume that the
incident light is transmitted through these holes by excitation
of the hole surface plasmons through direct coupling or co-
herent diffraction by all the individual subwavelength holes
acting as elementary scatters.16

The phenomenon reported here is an enhanced direc-
tional transmission of light injected in four holes and trans-
mitted into the fifth one. This is shown to be possible thanks
to resonant couplings between the output hole and the four
input ones. Each of the couplings is made out of two inter-
acting cavities.

Figure 1 presents two views of the fiber under study
here. Figure 1�a� shows a top view of the metallic fiber with
five holes. The central one is the output hole and the other

four are the input ones. Figure 1�b� presents a transversal
cut of the fiber showing the central output hole and two of
the four external input and output holes, as well as the cavi-
ties responsible for the resonant coupling between the input
and output channels. The input amplitudes are labeled as
ij with j=3, 5 , 7 , 9 and the output amplitudes as oj with
j=1–10.

The coupling cavities are assumed to have all the same
�0 plasmon eigenfrequencies. The two connected cavities
interact between themselves by a coupling strength �2, and
each of them interacts with the two nearest guides by a cou-
pling strength �1. Of course, in order to interact between
themselves and with the channel holes, the thickness of the
metal between the cavities and the guides has to be smaller
than the usual metal skin depth.

Within the guiding holes, we assume the existence of
long wavelength surface plasmons. This surface plasmon dis-
persion relation can be considered as the long wavelength
limit of those of a linear chain of cavities of frequencies �0,
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Sketch of the considered fiber structure. �a� The
entrance of the four external input channels within the center at the rear of
the main output channel. �b� The transversal cut of the fiber showing the
central output hole and two of the four external input and output holes,
as well as the cavities responsible for the resonant coupling between the
input and output channels. The input intensities are labeled as Ii with
i=3, 5 , 7 , 9 and the output amplitudes as Oi with i=1–10.
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with a coupling strength � between the two nearest neighbor
ones separated by a distance d. Such dispersion relation is17

�2 = �0
2 − 2� cos�kd� . �1�

The long wavelength limit kd�1 of Eq. �1� is

� = ck , �2�

where c is the speed of light, which is obtained for �
=�0

2 /4 and d=c�2 /�0.
The above defined problem can now be placed into

equations with the help of Green’s function method.5 It is
convenient to start with the discrete chains of clusters and
then take the long wavelength limit for the guiding holes.

For the same input amplitudes i3= i5= i7= i9=1, with the
help of the superposition principle, one obtains the output
amplitude to be

o1 = 4j��+

�S
−

�−

�AS
� , �3�

o2 = 4j��+

�S
+

�−

�AS
� , �4�

o3 = o5 = o7 = o9 = − 1 + j� j + tan�kd/2� + 2�+

�S

+
j − cot�kd/2� + 2�−

�AS
	 , �5�

o4 = o6 = o8 = o10 = j� j + tan�kd/2� + 2�+

�S

−
j − cot�kd/2� + 2�−

�AS
	 , �6�

where

�� = −
��1/��2

kd��kd�2 − �k0d�2 � ��2/���
, �7�

�S = �j + tan�kd/2� + 2�+��j + tan�kd/2� + �+� − 4��+�2,

�8�

�AS = �j − cot�kd/2� + 2�−��j − cot�kd/2� + �−� − 4��−�2,

�9�

and

k0 = �0/c . �10�

A maximum of intensity O1 is transferred to channel one
when

�1
2

��2

 1. �11�

In order to obtain this effect in a large frequency range,
it is helpful to choose interactions �2, �1, and � to be about
the same.

The transferred peak intensity is kept as symmetrical as
possible in the function of kd when

k0d = �1 + 4n0�
�

2
�n0 = 1, 2, 3, 4, . . .� . �12�

Figure 2 displays the output intensities corresponding to
four unity input amplitudes injected through ports 3, 5, 7,
and 9 for k0d=� /2. The central O1 enhanced transmission is
given by the black full line. Note that it overpasses 3.5 at its
maximum. The backward reflection O2 is given by the red
dashed line. The other backward reflection O3=O5=O7=O9
is given by the blue dot-dashed line. The direct transmissions
O4=O6=O8=O10 are represented by the green dotted line.
These results show clearly that the special system presented
in this letter is able to focus almost all the incident optical
intensities from four channels into just one in a large wave-
length range.

Attenuation effects were not included in the simple esti-
mations above as they are known to be negligible for surface
plasmon propagation inside the dielectric holes.

Many improvements to the present simple model are ex-
pected to be included in future studies. The main ones will
probably have to deal with the estimation of the interactions
between the cavities and the channel holes.18 It is also pos-
sible to increase the intensity enhancement by building fibers
with more than four input channels.

Let us also stress that the enhanced transmission effect
for plasmons reported here exists for any other waves and
particles. Similar systems can be conceived for photons,
phonons, magnons, electrons, etc.19
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FIG. 2. �Color online� Output-signal intensities as a function of kd. The
results were obtained for k0d=� /2.
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